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Abstract: This paper addresses one of the most challenging problems in mining rock engineering the interaction between block cave mining and a large overlying open pit. The FEM/DEM modelling approach was utilized in the analysis of block caving-induced steppath failure development in a large open pit slope. Analysis indicated that there is a threshold percentage of critical intact rock bridges along a step-path failure plane that may ensure stability of an open pit throughout caving operations. Transition from open pit to underground mining at Palabora mine presents an important example of a pit wall instability triggered by caving. Using combined FEM/DEM-DFN modelling it was possible to investigate the formation of a basal failure surface within an open pit slope as a direct result of cave mining. The modelling of Palabora highlighted the importance of rock mass tensile strength and its influence on caving-induced slope response. Keywords: block caving; open pit – block cave mining interaction; slope stability; numerical modelling; FEM/DEM; DFN
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1. Introduction Low cost and high efficiency are making block caving an attractive option for the continuation of mining activities at large open pit operations that otherwise are approaching their economic limits. A few such projects have been implemented and many more are being planned, including, but not limited to, the world largest open pit mines, Bingham Canyon (USA) and Chuiquicamata (Chile). Recent implementation of block caving at a large open pit mine at Palabora (South Africa) illustrates that transition projects can be successfully carried out and achieve targeted ore output. At the same time however, this mine encountered a series of geotechnical issues, including cave induced subsidence that triggered a failure of the North pit wall. This development highlighted the need for a better understanding of the complex response of pit slopes to caving.



This paper



examines the mechanisms leading to block caving-induced failure of large open pit slopes, using the FEM/DEM modelling technique, focusing on step-path driven failure and presenting preliminary FEM/DEM-DFN analysis of the Palabora mine failure.



2. Transition from Open Pit to Block Cave Mining For an optimum open pit operation, pit slopes will have been designed close to the limit of their stability (Stacey and Terbrugge 2000). Potential slope instability induced by caving operation may have an adverse impact on the mining infrastructure and affect reserve recovery.



Caving operations require high



upfront investments and are inflexible once commenced.



Considering these



circumstances a reliable assessment of the interaction between the developing cave and the existing open pit is of particular importance for the successful adaptation of block cave mining. Open pit - underground block cave transition projects should be designed with full consideration of the high sensitivity of large open pit slopes to caving-induced deformation.
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. According to Eberhardt et al. (2007) rock engineering interactions involved with transition projects are complex. On surface, pit wall slopes frequently exceed heights of several hundred metres and the potential for deep-seated, stresscontrolled rock slope failures is becoming more of an issue compared to benchscale, structurally-controlled wedge failures.



Block caving by its very design



results in an almost immediate response of the rock mass leading to deformation and surface subsidence. Beck and Pfitzner (2008) emphasized the forecasting and characterization of underground - slope interaction as one of the most challenging tasks in rock mechanics. Unfortunately, to the authors’ knowledge, slope stability issues related to open pit - caving interaction have to date received relatively limited attention in the published literature. Flores and Karzulovic (2004) performed a detailed analysis of the subsidence associated with open pit/cave interaction, using the continuum code FLAC2D and a limit equilibrium technique. Eberhardt et al. (2007) compared application of FLAC2D and UDEC in the analysis of cave induced slope deformations. Their results demonstrated that both the magnitude and shape of the subsidence profile modelled can vary as a function of modelling approach (continuum vs. discontinuum), constitutive model (elastic vs. elasto-plastic), and geometry of the discontinuity network.



The authors indicated that one significant limitation of



conventional continuum and discontinuum numerical analyses is their inability to explicitly account for brittle fracture processes, and their subsequent role in underground-surface mine interactions. Beck and Pfitzner (2008) provide example applications of the three dimensional continuum code ABAQUS (Simulia 2007) to the analysis of interaction between an open pit and block cave and two neighbouring block caves. They proposed a set of milestones to assess caving-induced interaction and employed dissipated plastic energy and plastic strain as interaction indicators. Elmo et al. (2007b, 2008) adopted a FEM/DEM-DFN methodology for modelling open pit - block cave interaction.



A series of conceptual models were run



investigating the effect of joint orientation, stress ratio and rock mass strength on 3



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. caving-induced slope instability. It was found that the joint orientation may have a defining role in cave induced slope failure. This agrees with the findings of a modelling study by Salim and Stacey (2006) who showed that variability in the geometry of the jointing can have a major effect on the slope behaviour, and on the geometry and extent of the volume of collapse. It should be recognized that use of large scale continuum modelling where jointing can only be accounted for implicitly may not be applicable in all cases. Research by Elmo et al. (2007b, 2008) illustrated that use of the FEM/DEM-DFN methodology may provide valuable insights into complex interaction behaviour.



3. Characteristic Slope Failure Mechanisms in Large Open Pits Large scale rock slope failure mechanisms are not completely understood and may often comprise a number of different mechanisms (Franz et al. 2007). As summarized by Baczynski (2000) high rock slope failures may include: 



sliding on one or more major geological discontinuities (planar, tetrahedral, active-passive wedges);







sliding along circular or quasi-circular failure paths through a highly fractured or weak rock mass, or across rock mass fabric (rotational failure);







toppling; and







composite modes, involving two or more of the above mechanisms.



Stacey (2007) indicated that failure mechanisms in high, hard rock slopes are much more complex than typical planar, wedge, circular and toppling modes. Progressive failure in hard rock slopes involves initiation and progression of failure along existing weakness planes, and initiation and progression of failure in intact rock, i.e. step-path failure mechanism. Jennings (1970) pioneered detailed step-path analyses of rock slopes with the development of a limit equilibrium approach that incorporated shear failure along joints, shear through intact rock and tensile failure of rock bridges.



Among recent developments in limit4



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. equilibrium based solutions of step-path failure, work by Baczynski (2000) is of particular interest. This author, based on the research of McMahon (1979) and Read and Lye (1984) developed the STEPSIM4 code which evaluates step-path development using a probabilistic analysis. This tool provides a valuable and logical approach, however, it does not specifically consider the increased importance of the stress field and deformation processes in high rock slopes (Franz et al. 2007). Moreover, it does not consider explicitly intact rock fracture mechanisms. According to Stead et al. (2007) the role of brittle fracture modelling in rock slope instability both in engineered and natural slopes is the subject of considerable on-going research. Impetus for this work was originally derived from the failure of high mountain slopes, however the increasing number of large open pits with projected depths of 1 km or more has become a major driver for understanding intact rock fracture in rock slope environments. Recognizing the significance of the diversity of roles and scale of brittle fracture within rock slopes, Stead et al. (2007) proposed a classification of brittle fracture processes in rock slopes in terms of primary, secondary and tertiary processes: 



Primary brittle fracture processes occur prior to onset of failure and include (i) propagation of failure surfaces through fracture tip growth, (ii) coalescence of fractures and failure of intact rock bridges and (iii) shearing along discontinuities involving removal of asperities.







Secondary brittle fracture processes occur following the onset of failure and involve (i) development of rear and lateral release surfaces leading toward global slope failure and (ii) internal deformation, fracturing and dilation of the rock slope mass associated with translational failure, toppling or multiple complex interacting mechanisms.







Tertiary brittle fracture processes are associated with the final stages of slope failure involved the comminution of the rock mass associated with transport leading up to debris deposition.
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. Stead et al. (2007) emphasized the particular importance of simulation of the first two processes for large scale failures.



Simulation of rock comminution may



involve significant run-times and therefore may not be practical in all cases.



4. Fracture Mechanics Based FEM/DEM Approach Here a state-of-the-art hybrid continuum-discontinuum approach based on the finite/discrete element method (Munjiza et al. 1995) and incorporating fracture mechanics principles is adopted.



In this method the finite element-based



analysis of continua is merged with discrete element-based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact interaction solutions (Munjiza 2004).



Use of



fracture mechanics principles in combination with the finite-discrete element method allows brittle fracturing processes to be simulated in a physically realistic manner. Rock mass failure is realized through a brittle fracture driven continuum to discontinuum transition with the development of new fractures and discrete blocks. Full consideration of the failure kinematics is possible through degradation from a continuum into discrete deformable blocks by stress-induced fracturing and fragmentation. Intensive research carried over the last 15 years has facilitated major advances in FEM/DEM theory and led to the development of several codes including Y (Munjiza et al. 1999), VGW (Munjiza and Latham 2004) and ELFEN (Rockfield Software Ltd. 2006). Currently ELFEN is the only fully featured commercially available code and therefore was adopted in this study.



ELFEN is a



multipurpose FEM/DEM software package that utilizes a variety of constitutive criteria and is capable of both implicit and explicit analyses in 2-D and 3-D space. It has the capability to simulate continuum materials, jointed media and particle flow behaviour. The current study uses only the hybrid FEM/DEM features of the code. The simulation of fracturing, damage and associated softening in ELFEN is achieved by employing a fracture energy approach controlled by a designated
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. constitutive fracture criterion. The current study employed a Mohr-Coulomb model with a Rankine cut-off. A detailed description of this constitutive model can be found in Klerck (2000) and a summary of the ELFEN solution procedure is given by Owen et al. (2004). The ELFEN computational methodology has been extensively tested and fully validated against controlled laboratory tests by Yu (1999) and Klerck (2000). Among others, research by Coggan et al. (2003), Cai and Kaiser (2004), Stead et al. (2004), Elmo (2006) and Stefanizzi (2007) has demonstrated the capabilities of the code in the analysis of various rock mechanics problems involving brittle failure, including analysis of Brazilian, UCS and direct shear laboratory tests, analysis of slope failures and underground pillar stability. In addition, recent work by Yan (2008) has illustrated that ELFEN simulations of laboratory scale steppath failure under axial compression are in good agreement with actual physical tests and correlate well with modelling results obtained by other codes (Phase2, UDEC and FRACOD). Applications of the code to the analysis of block caving by Pine et al. (2006), Vyazmensky et al. (2007), Elmo et al. (2007), Rance at al. (2007) and Vyazmensky (2008) showed encouraging results.



5. Conceptual Study of Block Caving-Induced Step-path Driven Failure in a Large Open Pit Slope 5.1 Modelling Methodology To investigate step-path development mechanisms during caving - open pit interaction a series of conceptual ELFEN models were run. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a simplified 2D model geometry of a 750m deep open pit with 60o slopes and a caving operation located 400m beneath the pit was adopted. It was assumed that the rock mass fabric forms a potential failure surface consisting of noncoplanar step-path joints dipping 50o into the cave and intact rock bridges with a vertical spacing of 15m. The rock bridges, within the failure surface, were placed at different distances from the cave footprint. 7



Cave induced development of



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. step-path failure was analyzed, where fracturing was allowed only within the vicinity of the rock bridges and in the cave itself. A fine mesh was adopted for the fracturing regions, i.e. 2m within the cave and 0.7m for the rock bridges. Calibrated equivalent continuum properties for the cave and intact rock properties for the rock bridges were utilized. GSI based equivalent continuum properties were adopted for the area adjacent to the caving footprint, e.g. open pit slopes. Modelling input parameters are presented in Table 1. Conceptual modelling focused on investigating the effect of varying: 



rock bridge strength;







joint cohesion and







number of rock bridges.



Table 2 shows the model runs undertaken. To capture the full picture of the interaction mechanisms a “total interaction” analysis was adopted relating cave propagation, stress redistribution in the crown pillar with step-path failure development and surface subsidence. History points (see Fig. 2) were placed at: 



the footwall and hanging wall edges of the surface outcrop of the discontinuities, where differential XY displacements were monitored;







at the centre of the rock bridges, where variation of shear stress was tracked;







50m below the pit bottom, where variation of vertical stress was recorded.



5.2 Modelling Results Block caving and associated development of step-path failure in the open pit for model M1 is illustrated in Fig. 2. The open pit is stable prior to caving, after which progressive caving initiates stress redistribution within the slope triggering failure of the rock bridges. Slope failure is initiated at rock bridge RB600 located, furthest from the caving footprint, and after second rock bridge RB300.



some delay steps through the



Fig. 3 illustrates characteristic development of



fracturing within the rock bridges. Initially the formation of en-echelon fracturing 8



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. is observed parallel to the orientation of the major principal stress, followed by the coalescence of these fractures to form a shear failure plane. A combined stress/displacement analysis of caving/open pit interaction is shown in Fig. 4. The lower graph describes the rock mass response below the pit bottom and shows cave propagation expressed in terms of crown pillar thickness and the change in vertical stress with continuous caving at a history point located 50m below the pit bottom. The upper graph illustrates the response in the open pit slope, showing change in shear stress within the rock bridges (normalized by the value at the end of pit excavation before caving is initiated) and differential displacements at the surface outcrop. Fig. 4 clearly shows that movement of the pit walls is directly related to caving. When the thickness of the crown pillar is reduced to approximately 175m, a rapid destressing of the crown pillar is initiated; this causes an unloading of the pit slope toe allowing movements within the slope, which trigger failure of the RB600 rock bridge. Interestingly, this rock bridge fails at a very low level of destressing, i.e at about a 3% vertical stress decrease (in relation to the stress level at the end of pit excavation). It can clearly be seen that on failure of the rock bridge RB600 the shear stress in the RB300 rock bridge rapidly increases; this rock bridge subsequently failing at about 16% vertical stress decrease in the crown pillar. Failure of the RB600 rock bridge is associated with a distinctive drop in the differential displacements at the location of the surface outcrop of step-path discontinuities.



Failure of the lower rock bridge occurs when accumulated



differential displacements reach about 3cm. It should be noted that the slope of the surface displacement closely follows the variation in the crown pillar vertical stress. Models M2 and M3 assumed three and four rock bridges, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 and 6. For model M2, failure initiated in the upper portion of the slope where a single rock bridge (RB600) provided limited shearing resistance, then the failure subsequently stepped through the rock bridges located in the lower
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. portion of the slope (RB300 and RB150). For model M3 failure started in the middle of the slope (RB300), stepped down to the lowest rock bridge (RB150) and stepped up along the upper rock bridges (RB450 and RB600). It appears that such complex step-path development patterns can be explained as follows: the RB300 rock bridge experiences the highest concentrated loading from the portion of the slope undercut by the step-path joints, and given that the shearing resistance is nearly evenly distributed between the upper and lower portions of the slope, the failure must be initiated at the rock bridge experiencing the maximum loading.



Subsequent failure of the lower rock bridge is related to



continuous toe unloading and hence reduced shearing resistance in the lower portion of the slope. The upper portion of the slope is then effectively pulled downwards by the weight of the failing slope. As follows from Fig. 7, the step-path failure for simulation M2 initiates at 87% and fully develops by 90% of crown pillar destressing, RB600 and RB300 rock bridges fail nearly simultaneously, and the RB150 rock bridge fails with some delay. The latter is associated with an accumulated differential displacement of the sliding block at surface of about 5cm and the rapid build up of shear stresses within the rock bridge. According to Fig. 8, step-path failure for model M3, with four rock bridges, was initiated at 95% crown pillar destressing and continued with crown pillar collapse (see Fig. 6). For this model no substantial surface subsidence was observed prior to the failure of the last rock bridge (RB600). Fig. 9 summarizes the interrelationship between caving, expressed in reduction of thickness and destressing of the crown pillar, and the step-path failure response (expressed as failure of the first and last rock bridges) based on models with different percentages of rock bridges: 4 (M1), 6 (M2) and 8% (M3). The percentage of the rock bridges relates the cumulative sum of the rock bridges spacing to the total length of step-path forming discontinuities.



It is



evident that with increase in percentage of the rock bridges along the step-path failure surface the degree of crown pillar destressing needed to mobilize the
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. failure in the slope increases. It appears that the simulation with 8% rock bridges approaches a stable condition, the failure development within the slope becomes less sensitive to crown pillar behaviour and is not fully realized until complete crown pillar collapse. This agrees well with the findings of Martin (1978), who indicated that for slopes greater than 300m high in moderately hard rock occurrence of less than 10% rock bridges along a prospective failure surface would provide enough resistance to prevent shear failure. Fig. 10, which compares variation of vertical stress in the crown pillar (at 50m depth below pit bottom), indicates that there is an interrelation between the stress level in the crown pillar and the number of rock bridges in the step-path failure surface.



Simulation with more than two rock bridges (M2, M3) exhibit lower



stress levels in the crown pillar at the end of the pit excavation, as well as quite different stress unloading behaviour during caving. Generally, a larger number of rock bridges is associated with lower stresses in the crown pillar. Fewer rock bridges result in more rapid stress changes during unloading. It appears that higher shearing resistance in the slope related to a higher number of rock bridges reduces the active pressure of the slope onto the crown pillar and vice versa. This may have implications on the manner of crown pillar collapse. A weaker slope may impose higher stress in the crown pillar which may in turn delay the cave propagation and therefore increase the risk of rapid crown pillar collapse. The open pit rock mass quality may influence the crown pillar response and affect cave propagation behaviour and in turn the caving-induced unloading of the open pit influences open pit slope stability.
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6. Preliminary Modelling of Block Caving-Induced Failure of the North Wall, Palabora mine 6.1 Problem Description 6.1.1 Background Information Palabora mine, located in the Limpopo province of South Africa was one of the steepest and deepest large open pits in the world. Open pit mining at Palabora commenced in 1966 at a rate of 30,000 tonnes per day (tpd) increasing to 82,000 tpd prior to closure in 2002. In total about 960 Mt of ore and 1,300 Mt of waste were mined. Surface dimensions of the oval shaped open pit are approximately 1650 m in the north-south direction and about 1950 m in the east-west direction. The pit is approximately 800 m deep with interramp slope angles ranging from 37° in the upper weathered lithologies to about 58° in the competent constrained ground toward the base of the pit (Moss et al. 2006; Piteau Associates 2005). In 1996 a feasibility study was completed for a block cave targeting a block height of around 500m and an ore reserve in excess of 220 Mt of carbonatite ore at 0.7% copper. Target production was 30,000 tpd which translates into a life of mine of about 23 years (Pretorius and Ngidi 2008). Upon completion of major open pit operations, a cave with a footprint of 150 to 300 m north-south and about 700 m east-west was initiated approximately 400 m below the pit floor, as shown in Fig. 11. 6.1.2 Geological Settings Fig. 12 illustrates the geological units encompassed by the Palabora open pit boundaries as well as the pit slope geometry. A brief description of the rock units present in the North wall is given in Table 3, while detailed descriptions of the regional and local geology can be found in Hanekom et al. (1965). Structural geology at the site comprises a number of sub-vertical dolerite dykes trending north-easterly and four major faults, as shown in Fig. 13.
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Eight



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. pronounced discontinuity sets were mapped in the pit, of which three steeply dipping sets with dip/dip direction 80o/320o, 82o/270o and 85o/020o are present throughout the pit. In the upper portion of the pit wall a more representative orientation of the 85o/020o set is 80o/225o (Piteau Associates 2005). Mapping data presented by Martin et al. (1986) indicates the presence of a sub-horizontal set 014o/07o in carbonatite, foskorite and micaceous pyroxenite.



Piteau



Associates (1980) showed that the joint sets at Palabora are reasonably consistent with depth over the mapped area and noted that joints in foskorite and pyroxenite, which are located at increasing distance from the centre of the orebody, have more diffuse populations and lower intensities for the peak values compared to the carbonatite rocks. 6.1.3 North Wall Failure Concurrent with the cave breakthrough into the pit floor in late 2003 and early 2004, failure of a major portion of the North wall became apparent. The first indication of a major problem was a bench failure adjacent to one of the pit sumps. This was followed by the discovery of large cracks some 250m back from the pit rim (note: it is not known if the cracking occurred before or after the initial bench scale failures as only once the failure occurred was a survey made of the dense bush that surrounds that portion of the pit). The failure grew in size until after a period of about 18 months it encompassed a major section of the North Wall, with the crest some 50 m back from the pit rim, and the toe somewhere near the original pit floor. The failure dimensions were some 800 m high by 300m along the wall. A plan view of the failure is given in Fig. 14. As indicated by Pretorius and Ngidi (2008) modelling of the open pit - cave interaction carried out by external consultants prior to the failure event concluded that pit walls are to be stable above approximately the middle of the pit depth. Following the failure, a back analysis was carried out by Piteau Associates (2005) using the limit equilibrium package SLIDE (RocScience 2007), and by Itasca (2005) using 3DEC simulations (Brummer et al. 2005).
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The limit



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. equilibrium study did not explain the mechanisms leading to the North Wall failure; it was recognized that this type of analysis has a limited ability to simulate rock mass deformations due to caving. 3DEC models were constructed in order to calibrate the properties of the rock mass with the monitored displacement, to match the failure mode of the North wall, and to predict the likely long-term stability of the pit walls. This study concluded that movement and deterioration of the North Wall was directly linked to the block cave mining.



Itasca (2005)



concluded that: “The stability of the North wall is controlled by joint sets. The single on-site estimated joint set of 75o/250o (dip/dip direction) produces a failure mode that matches the failure zone. A more detailed model based on the two mapped sets 80o/140o and 80o/225o also matches the failed zone”. No combinations of major structures exist that would delineate a slope failure with a dip or plunge flatter than about 66°, with most structural combinations having a dip or plunge of at least 75°. There are no combinations of major structures that dip or plunge to the south. Analysis of the North Wall displacements carried out by Piteau Associates (2005) showed that the displacements within some areas of the main zone of instability have approached the plunge of the line of intersection of two discontinuity sets that appear to control the stability of the North Wall. At the same time, the line of intersection at the northern limit of the failure zone does not appear to intersect the block cave footprint. This indicates that North Wall failure probably involved a complex mechanism, primarily governed by the dominant rock mass fabric with elements of brittle intact rock fracture and step-path failure. 6.2 Modelling 6.2.1 General Approach in the Modelling Analysis The modelling presented here is not intended to be a rigorous back analysis of the Palabora failure and makes no attempt to exactly match the observed deformations and associated pit slope displacements.
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Instead a conceptual



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. modelling approach is adopted which is founded on an engineering judgement based assessment of the site geotechnical conditions with a full consideration of the limited data available. The analysis focuses on understanding the general principles of open pit - caving interaction and associated failure mechanisms using the Palabora geometry as input. Analysis of the extent of the Palabora North wall failure indicates that the failure boundaries are largely defined by the three joint sets mapped at the site. It appears that a combination of the 80o/320o and 82o/270o sets contributed to the formation of the lateral failure release surfaces and the 80o/225o (85o/020o) sets influenced the formation of the rear release surface. The depth of the failure surface and the mechanism of failure development remain uncertain.



As



previously stated step-path failure was likely a major factor in the formation of the basal failure surface. It is apparent that rock mass fabric played an important role in North Wall failure development, therefore discontinuities must be explicitly incorporated into modelling analysis. Accurate characterization of the discontinuities in a jointed rock mass is not a trivial task due to their inherent three dimensional nature and the frequent limitations in exposure to spatially isolated surface outcrops, boreholes and stopes. A number of techniques have been proposed to develop 3D fracture networks from collected discontinuity data using stochastic modelling. Studies show that, among the different approaches developed to characterize fracture networks, the discrete fracture network (DFN) model is the most appropriate to simulate geologically realistic networks (Dershowitz et al. 1996). In this paper the Discrete Fracture Network (DFN) code FracMan (Golder 2007) is employed. FracMan is a convenient tool to generate 3D stochastic models of fracture networks based on collected discontinuity data; it allows export of 2D and 3D fracture data into the ELFEN code. Notwithstanding the complexity and inherent 3D nature of the North Wall deformations, it is believed that utilization of a combined FEM/DEM-DFN technique even in 2D provides a better understanding of the failure mechanism. 15



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. The analysis presented here assumes that lateral release conditions exist a priori and investigates formation of the basal failure plane. 6.2.2 Model Setup Based on the jointing data reported by Piteau Associates (1980) and Martin et al. (1986) a preliminary FracMan DFN model of part of the North Wall situated within the failure zone, corresponding to cross-section A-A in Fig. 14, was generated, as shown in Fig. 15. It was assumed that the density of the jointing decreases away from the orebody. Here it should be emphasized that the DFN model presented in Fig. 15 is preliminary and is based on the best estimate of the actual jointing conditions. Ongoing work based on photogrammetry is being conducted to refine the DFN. The DFN model was imported into the ELFEN model, shown in Fig. 16. The mesh resolution was optimized with respect to the computing resources available, resulting in a 2m mesh within the caving boundaries and a graded mesh of up to 5m in the open pit slope. As evident from Table 3 all three rock mass domains represented in the North Wall have a very similar rock mass rating. For the purpose of the current analysis it was assumed that the rock mass has uniform characteristics. To account for decreasing joint density away from the orebody, tensile strength in the foskorite and micaceous pyroxenite was increased. Two cases were considered: 



Model P1 with a tensile strength increase of 100 and 150% in the foskorite and micaceous pyroxenite, respectively; and







Model P2 with a similar tensile strength increase of 150 and 200%.



The input parameters adopted for the modelling are given in Table 4. 6.2.3 Modelling Results and Discussion Figs. 17 and 18 illustrate caving-induced slope deformations for model P1 at cave breakthrough and at 40% ore extraction. 16



It can be seen that at cave



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. breakthrough, slope failure has initiated. Caving-induced slope unloading led to mobilization of the lower portion of the slope where significant fracturing is observed, this corroborates well with the field observations.



Initial step-path



fracturing in the upper portion of the slope, as well as formation of the tensile cracks in the open pit slope and at the pit crest, was also observed. The basal failure surface that encompasses the entire pit slope did not fully develop until about 40% ore extraction. As shown in Fig. 18 this failure surface is step-path driven and is strongly defined by the rock mass fabric. The failure outcrop at the pit crest over-predicts the location of the actual failure, by about 50m. It should be noted that this is not a significant margin given the scale and complexity of the problem. The portion of the slope defined by the failure surface is split into three major segments: the lower segment mobilized at the cave breakthrough fully lost its structural coherence, while the upper segments sustained generally minor damage. Caving-induced slope deformations at cave breakthrough and at 40% ore extraction for model P2 are given in Figs. 19 and 20, respectively. In contrast to model P1, here full scale slope failure did not materialize. The lower portion of the slope mobilized at cave breakthrough, continuing to disintegrate and unravel with ore extraction. Only minor fracturing within the slope, insufficient to form a failure surface, was observed. This highlights the sensitivity of the modelling outcome to the assumption of the pit slope rock mass strength. Due to very long run-times the modelling was terminated at about 80% ore extraction, with no changes in the observed deformation trends.



In general,



models P1 and P2 illustrated different outcomes which could lead to very different implications in terms of mine planning. The uncertainty in the modelling input parameters and overall limited understanding of the strength of the rock mass at a large open pit scale pose an important dilemma for decision makers. Overall the conducted analysis of North Wall jointing conditions, observed deformations and the conducted modelling suggest that failure of the North Wall 17



Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. was largely governed by rock mass fabric. The in-situ conditions provided the means to enable the formation of lateral and rear release surfaces as well as formation of a step-path driven failure surface. The analysis showed that when based on sound engineering judgement, even with limited data, FEM/DEM-DFN modelling can contribute to the development of understanding of complex failure mechanisms related to open pit - caving interaction.



It appears that the



FEM/DEM-DFN technique can be successfully employed for analysis of practical interaction problems.



7 Conclusions Brittle fracturing processes are one of the primary controls on slope deformation development in large open pits. The FEM/DEM modelling approach was utilized in the analysis of primary fracture process associated with block caving-induced step-path failure development in large open pit slopes.



The proposed “total



interaction” analysis allowed relating the destressing of the crown pillar due to caving to the development of unloading-induced failure within the slope and the resultant subsidence at the surface. Analysis indicated that there is a threshold or critical intact rock bridge percentage along step-path failure planes that may ensure stability of an open pit throughout caving operations. Transition from open pit to underground mining at Palabora mine presents an important example of pit wall instability triggered by caving operations. Using a combined FEM/DEM-DFN modelling approach it was possible to investigate the formation of the basal failure surface within the open pit slope as a direct result of caving. The modelling highlighted the importance of open pit slope strength and its influence on caving-induced slope response. It appears that in open pit caving transition projects, reliable estimates of open pit slope strength is equally important as the assessment of the role of major geological structures. It is however recognized that establishing geomechanical parameters for large open pits remains an important challenge yet to be resolved.
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. In the authors’ opinion the modelling of complex interaction problems requires careful consideration of site specific conditions, including, but not limited to, rock mass strength, rock mass fabric and loading/unloading conditions. Given the uncertainties associated with the development of major open pit-underground transition projects a range of possible conditions should be considered, including varying assumptions of rock mass strength, variability of jointing orientation and persistence, as well as different possibilities of caving development (slope unloading conditions).



Considering the important implications of design



decisions the required effort to carry out detailed numerical modelling analysis using techniques capable of more realistically capturing problem complexity is without doubt justifiable. Overall, the analysis presented in this paper demonstrated that FEM/DEM and FEM/DEM-DFN modelling offers an excellent platform for analysis of a very complex rock engineering problem. This is particularly encouraging in light of the future need for reliable design tools for open pit - underground transition projects. Acknowledgements The authors would like to acknowledge research funding provided by Rio Tinto and Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. We would also like to acknowledge research collaboration with Andre van As (Rio Tinto), Erik Eberhardt, Scott Dunbar and Malcolm Scoble (University of British Columbia) and Steve Rogers (Golder Associates Ltd). Technical support of Rockfield Technology Ltd. (UK) is gratefully appreciated.
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Rock Mechanics and Rock Engineering Journal. Volume 43, Number 1 / February (2010), 21 - 39. TOP 5 - 2011/2012. Table 1 Modelling input parameters used in conceptual modeling Value Parameter



Unit



Open pit 1 slopes



Ore



GSI 70



Intact rock bridge



Rock properties Young’s Modulus, E



GPa



Poisson’s ratio,  -3



18



44



60



0.25



0.25



0.25



2600



2600



2600



Density, ρ



kgm



Tensile strength, t



MPa



1



0.88



10



Fracture energy, Gf



Jm



-2



60



60



60



Cohesion, ci



MPa



4.7



6.6



20



Friction, i



degrees



45



45



50



Dilation, ψ



degrees



5



5



5



Discontinuities Fracture cohesion, cf



MPa



0



Fracture friction, f



degrees



35



Normal stiffness, kn



GPa/m



2



Shear stiffness, ks



GPa/m



0.2



Stress level In-situ stress ratio, K



1



1



GSI based properties were established using the RocLab v1.031 program (Rocscience Inc., 2007), assuming mi=15, D=0 and intact rock properties σci=127MPa, Ei=60GPa



Table 2 Modelling scenarios



Scenario



Number of rock bridges / rock bridge %



Rock bridge tensile strength, MPa



Step-path discontinuities cohesion, MPa



M1



2/4



10



0



M2



3/6



10



0



M3



4/8



10



0
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RMR



Forms the lower benches of the pit wall, primarily comprised of magnesium calcite with variable amount of magnetite and accessory minerals



127



61



Foskorite



Positioned in the lower middle part of the pit wall and comprised of serpentinized olivine, magnetite, apatite and some phlogopite



90



56



Micaceous pyroxenite



Occupies the upper half of the pit wall, and comprises mainly of diasporite, phlogopite and accessory minerals



86



59



Rock type



Description



Carbonatite



Table 4 Modelling input parameters for preliminary Palabora failure simulation Value Parameter



Unit



Micaceous Pyroxenite



Foskorite



Carbonatite



GPa



18



18



18



0.25



0.25



0.25



2600



2600



2600



2 (P1)



1.5 (P1)



1 (P1)



Rock properties Young’s Modulus, E Poisson’s ratio,  -3



Density, ρ



kgm



Tensile strength, t



MPa



2.5 (P2)



2 (P2)



1 (P2)



Fracture energy, Gf



Jm



-2



60



60



60



Cohesion, ci



MPa



4.7



4.7



4.7



Friction, i



degrees



45



45



45



Dilation, ψ



degrees



5



5



5



Discontinuities Fracture cohesion, cf



MPa



0



Fracture friction, f



degrees



35



Normal stiffness, kn



GPa/m



2



Shear stiffness, ks



GPa/m



0.2



Stress level In-situ stress ratio, K



1
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Equivalent continuum



60o Non-coplanar step-path joints dipping into the cave



2200m



4000m



75m



Fracturing regions



10 excavation stages



History point RB600



750m



RB300



60o



400m



50o



rock bridge located 300m away from the cave footprint



15m



300m 600m



Fig. 1 Typical model geometry for simulation of block caving-induced step-path failure (cases with two rock bridges shown).
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end of pit excavation



progressive caving



RB600 failure



RB300 failure



RB600



RB300



remaining crown pillar thickness



Fig. 2 Block caving-induced step-path failure in large open pit slope (model M1)
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0 RB600



10



-0.05



RB300 differential XY displ. at surface outcrop



5



-0.1



0



-0.15



20



22



24



26



28



30



32



34



simulation time, num.sec



-5



-0.2



-10



0



end of pit excavation



Vertical stress YY, MPa



0



-5



36



ΔXY displ. at surface outcrop, m



15



50 σyy (50m below pit bottom)



100



crown pillar thickness, m



150 200 250 300 350



-15



RB600 failure



RB300 failure



Crown pillar thickness, m



Norm. shear stress XY, MPa



Fig. 3 Typical rock bridge failure development



400



Fig. 4 Stress/displacement analysis of caving - open pit slope interaction (rock bridges failure, model M1)
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RB300



RB150



Fig. 5 Block caving-induced rock step-path failure in large open pit slope (model M2)
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Fig. 6 Block caving-induced step-path failure in large open pit slope (model M3)
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Fig. 7 Stress/displacement analysis of caving - open pit slope interaction (rock bridges failure, model M2)



400



Fig. 8 Stress/displacement analysis of caving - open pit slope interaction (rock bridges failure, model M3)
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Fig. 9 Development of step-path failure in the open pit slope during caving mining as a function of crown pillar geometry and stress level. Simulations assume varyng % of rock bridges within the step-path failure surface Simulation time, num.sec
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Fig. 10 Variation of vertical stress in the crown pillar (50m below pit bottom) for models M1-M3
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Fig. 11 3D view of Palabora pit and cave mine (after Brummer et al. 2005)



Fig. 12 General geology and pit slope geometry at Palabora mine (after Moss et al. 2005)
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Fig. 13 Major geological structures at Palabora mine



A



A



Fig. 14 Plan view of North Wall failure at Palabora mine
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(a)



(b)



Fig. 15 Preliminary DFN model of Palabora mine North Wall section (a) 3D DFN model; (b) fracture traces on traceplane
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Fig. 16 ELFEN model of Palabora mine NW-SE section (section A-A in Fig. 20).
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98 m approximate f ailure crest location



Fig. 17 Pit slope deformation at cave breakthrough for model P1



approximate f ailure crest location



Fig. 18 Pit slope deformation at 40% ore extraction for model P1
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approximate f ailure crest location



Fig. 19 Pit slope deformation at cave breakthrough for model P2



approximate f ailure crest location



Fig. 20 Pit slope deformation at 40% ore extraction for model P2
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